
Lunch Time!
(Can also be given at
breakfast if preferred)

Milk Feed

Lunch Time!

Lunch Time!
Lunch
milk feed

Bedtime
milk feed

Bedtime
milk feed

Milk Feed

A few spoons of
pureed food or some

finger foods

Dozing off
after lunch

"L'heure du
goûter" (snack
time in french)

Milk Feed

Power nap!

Time to add Solid
food for dinner!

Some milk before
bed

Bébé might still
need to nap in the

morning

Let's add breakfast!

"L'heure du
goûter" (snack
time in french)

Dinner!

Some milk before
bed

Breakfast

Dinner!

Optional milk
before bed

"L'heure du
goûter" (snack
time in french)

FEEDING SCHEDULE EXAMPLEFEEDING SCHEDULE EXAMPLEFEEDING SCHEDULE EXAMPLE
TIME

WAKE-UP
 

6-7 AM

MORNING
 

8-11 AM

LUNCH
 

NOON-ISH

AFTERNOON
 

1-5 PM

BEDTIME
 

6-8 PM

3-5 MONTH OLD 6-7 MONTH OLD 8-9 MONTH OLD 10-11 MONTH OLD 12 MONTH OLD +

1 milk feed
when bébé
wakes up

Bébé will usually
need to nap early

morning

Power nap before
lunch!

Who does not like
kicking off the
afternoon with a

little rest?

Usually a teeny-
tiny sleep

DINNER
 

5-7 PM

Mid-morning milk
feed

Mid-afternoon
milk feed

Dodo* for the
night!

*Dodo is baby talk for sleep time!
** Milk feed can be both bottle-fed or nursing (nursing will most likely be on demand but you can try to stick to a schedule).
***This schedule is a sample and can vary from babies to babies. It does not intend to replace advice from a health care provider.
****Nighttime feedings are not pictured either and can be added if desired/required.

1 milk feed
when bébé
wakes up

Bébé will usually
need a nap
early morning

A few spoons of
pureed food or some

finger foods

Dozing off
after lunch

Power nap!

Dodo* for the
night!

1 milk feed
when bébé
wakes up

Bébé will usually
need a nap
early morning

Dodo* for the
night!

1 milk feed
when bébé
wakes up

Milk Feed

Milk Feed

Dozing off
after lunch

Dodo* for the
night!

1 optional milk
feed when

bébé wakes up

Bébé will most likely
drop the morning nap
after 12 month old

(adjustment needed for
both baby and parents!)

The sole remaining
nap of the day

(should you nap
too??)

Dodo* for the
night!
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